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The Holocaust

Goebbels discovering 
that his 
photographer is 
Jewish (1933)

Anti-Jewish Decrees in Germany
1933

• Public Burning of books by Jewish 
authors and ant-Nazis

• Random attacks on Jewish people 
and Jewish property

• The police and courts no longer 
protect Jews

• April boycott of Jewish shops
• SA stand by shops owned by Jews 

to discourage people from going in

• Kosher slaughter banned
• Department of Racial Hygiene 

established

1934
• Jewish students excluded 

from exams in medicine, 
dentistry, pharmacy and law

• Jews excluded from military 
service

1935
• Nuremberg laws deny Jewish 

people basic civil rights

• Law for “The Protection of 
German Blood and Honour” 
forbids mixed marriages
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1935-36
• Jews are no longer allowed to 

vote and lose their German 
citizenship

• Benefit payments to large Jewish 
families stopped

• Jews banned from parks, 
restaurants, and swimming pools

• Jews forbidden to use the 
German greeting “Heil Hitler”

• Jews no longer allowed 
electrical/optical equipment, 
bicycles, typewriters, or records

• Passports for Jews to travel 
abroad restricted

• Many Jewish students removed 
from schools and universities

1938
• Special identity cards issued to 

Jews

• Jews excluded from cinema, 
theatre, concerts, exhibitions, 
beaches, and holiday resorts

• Jews forced to add the names 
Sarah or Israel to their own

• Kristallnacht (Nov. 9th)
• Jewish children expelled from 

schools

• Jewish passports stamped with 
red letter J. Some have 
passports removed to prevent 
then from leaving the country

1939

-Central office for Jewish emigration set up

-Jews evicted from their homes without 
reason or notice

-Jewish people have their radios confiscated

-Jewish curfew established

1940

-Jewish people have their telephones 
confiscated

-Jews no longer receive ration cards for 
clothes

1941

-Jews over 6 forced to wear a Yellow Star of 
David with Jew written on it

-Jews forbidden to use public telephones

-Jews forbidden to keep dogs, cats, and birds

-Jews forbidden to leave the country

• 1942
• Jews forced to hand 

over fur coats and 
woolen items

• Jews not allowed to 
receive eggs or mils

• Blind or deaf Jews no 
longer allowed to wear 
armbands identifying 
their condition

• All schools closed to 
Jewish Children

• 1943
• Continuous 

Deportations (to 
concentration camps)

THE ŁÓDŹ GHETTO, POLAND
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Kristallnacht

• There is a tradition of 
violence against Jews
• State sponsored violence
• Started in Russia

• Kristallnacht is caused by 
protests in Paris 
• Herschel Grynszpan: his 

parents were Polish Jews 
who were deported. He 
killed German diplomat 
Ernst vom Rath

Secret Message

• At very short notice action against the Jews, especially 
against their synagogues, will take place throughout the 
whole of Germany. They are not to be hindered. In 
conjunction with the police, however, it is to be ensured that 
looting and other such excesses can be prevented

• If important archive material is in synagogues, this is to be 
taken into safekeeping by an immediate measure.

• 20k-30k Jews, specifically wealthy, are to be selected

• any means necessary

Copy of Most Urgent telegram from Munich Nov. 10, 1938, 1:20 AM

Timeline
Evening of Nov. 9th

• 7pm: commemorative dinner in Munich city hall
• 9pm: news of diplomat’s death reaches Hitler
• 10pm: Hitler leaves the dinner, Goebbels speaks
• 11pm-12am: SS leaders make phone calls
• 12am: Himmler swears in SS recruits

Nov. 10 (Most destruction happened on this day)
• 12:30am: Graz (Austria) synagogue blown up
• 1:20am: Hydrich (SS) protect neighboring property
• 2-4 am: first synagogue fires in Germany
• 9:15am-1:30pm: destruction of synagogue in Vienna
• 7pm-10pm: first 3 major synagogue fires in Hamburg

Nov 11th (second wave)
• within a few days 10,000 men and boys were arrested

-most sent to Dachau, Buchenwald, and Sachsenhausen
• most of the German population remained passive, watching but 

not intervening
• international reaction: watching but not intervening

Nov. 12th: Goring (deputy Fuher) presides over cabinet meetings with 4 
goals

1. Complete process of “Aryanization”

2. Accelerate emigration

3. Complete isolation of Jews from populace

4. Abolish Jewish self-help organizations
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Results
• SS leader Reinhard Heydrich reported:

• 7,500 businesses destroyed
• 257 synagogues burned

• 177 totally destroyed
• 91 jews killed (estimated real number possibly 2000+)

• New decrees barring Jews from contact with Germans

• Jews excluded from
• Schools
• Hospitals
• Public transportation

• Goebbels wanted Jews to clean the debris from burned synagogues and turn them into 
parking lots

• As of Nov. 12, Jews were eliminated entirely from economic life in the Reich
• All Jewish property and enterprises were given to “Aryans” with minor compensation 

given to Jews in the form of bonds

What did Kristallnacht Reveal?
• Economic:

-Goring’s hideously brilliant turnaround – the Jews must pay
• International: foreign govts. Would not increase quotas (Evian conference)

-Not accepting large numbers of Jewish refugees
• Elites

-Goebbels v. Goring v. Himmler
• All have competing goals and interests

• Ideology/Information
-Antisemitism and manipulation of media

• Opposition
-Populace remained largely passive

Kindertransport

Aryanization of the Jewish Economy
• Jews were required to turn over all precious metals to the govt.

• Pensions for the Jews dismissed from civil service jobs were arbitrarily reduced

• Jewish-owned bonds, stocks, jewelry, and art can be alienated only to the 
German state

• Jews were physically segregated

• Jewish ownership of carrier pigeons was banned

• Suspension of Jewish driver's licenses

• Curfew to keep Jews off the streets between 9pm-5am (Summer) and 8pm-6am 
(Winter)

• Laws protecting tenants were made non-applicable to Jewish tenants
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ŁÓDŹ

Action t4 (Tiergartenstrasse 4)

• “This hereditarily sick patient costs the racial community 60,000 
Reichsmarks in the course of his life. Comrades, that is also your 
money.”

• “Let’s kill people unworthy of life”

• Victor Brack and Phillip Bouhler

-the Dr. and the Nazi responsible for T4

• Christian Wirth took information on gassing disabled individuals and 
uses it on the Jews for extermination

• Karl Brandt (Hitler’s physician) 
and Bouhler are entrusted 
with the responsibility of 
“granting the mercy death”.

•Rationales and Justifications
• Eugenics
•National Selection
•Racial hygiene
•Cost effectiveness

The Reich Committee for the Scientific Registering of 
Serious Hereditary & Congenital Illnesses

• Panels of “experts” examined each case

• Three voted to end a life

• Early Oct. 1939
• All hospitals, nursing homes, old age homes, and sanatoria are required 

to report all patients who had been institutionalized for more then 5 
years and fit the following categories

1. Non-Aryan race 6. Senile Dementia
2. Schizophrenia 7. Paralysis
3. Epilepsy 8. Encephalitis
4. Huntington’s chorea 9. Terminal neurological conditions
5. Syphilis

Opposition

• Clemens August, Graf von Galen, 
Bishop of Munster spoke out 
against “euthanasia”
• Priests that helped him were 

murdered
• He was imprisoned and died of 

bad health (caused by Nazis)
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Brandenburg 
Euthanasia Centre

• Site of first gassings

Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Total

105 495 477 974 1431 1529 1419 1982 1177 9972

Grafeneck 9,839

Brandenburg 9,772

Bernburg 8,601

Hertheim 18,269

Sonnenstein 13,720

Hadamar 10,072

Total 70,273

“It is unbearable to me that the flower of our youth must lose 
their lives at the front while that feeble-minded and asocial 

elements can have a secure existence in the asylum.” 
– Dr. Hermann Pfannmuller

Camp Hierarchy
Category 1: the Killing Centers/Death Camps

-Chelmno -Belzec

-Sobibor -Treblinka

Category 2: Concentration Camps

A. labor/extermination camps

-Auschwitz/Birkenau

-Majdanek

B. labor camps

-Dachau, Sachsenhausen, Ravensbruck, Buchenwald, Flossenburg, 
Neuengamme, Gross-Rosen, Natzweiler, Mauthausen, Stutthof, 
Dora/Nordhausen

Camp Hierarchy
Category 3: the Official 
Reception and Holding Center

-Bergen-Belson

Category 4: the Fortress Town

-Theresienstadt

Dachau

• Located 16 km northwest of Munich

• Established: March 22, 1933

• Sub-camps: 123 sub-camps + external 
commandos

• Liberation: 42nd infantry division of the 
US seventh army April 20,1945

• Estimated # of victims: 31,951

• Dachau is a city

• All camps were adjacent to cities
• People knew what was going on

• First prisoners: didn’t know what they 
were getting into

• Gates: “Work makes you Free”

Ravensbruck
• Camp for women

• Located north of Germany, near 
Furstenberg, 50 km from Berlin

• Established: Autumn 1938

• First populated in May 1939

• Sub-camps: 31 + external commandos

• Liberated April 30th, 1945 by the 
Russian army

• Estimated that 132,000 women and 
children were incarcerated

• Estimated victims: 92,000

• Records of every women that were 
imprisoned there indicate that they 
were forced into prostitution
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Sachsenhausen-Oranienburg
• Located in Germany, 35 km from Berlin

• Established: July 1938

• Sub-camps

• 44 and external commandos

• Liberated April 22nd, 1945 by a unit of the 47th Soviet Army

• Estimated # of victims: 30,000-35,000

• Famous for 

1. Housing notable German political prisoners and “deviant” intellectuals

2. Being the training ground for most SS personnel who later on served as 
commanders and admin of the rest of the Concentration camp system- all 
were graduates of Sachsenhausen

• Special projects

• Forgery to destroy value of foreign currencies

• Shoe testing track (developing boots for the German army)

Buchenwald
• Located: Weimar

• Established: July 1937

• Liberated: April 11th, 1945 by the US 
army

• Estimated # of victims: more than 
56,000, does not include 13,000 
inmates transferred to Auschwitz or 
other extermination camps

• Sub-camps: 174 and external 
commandos

Things to Consider

1. Until the outbreak of WWII Dachau, Sachsenhausen, and 
Ravensbruck housed German political prisoners.

2. Beginning in 1939 Buchenwald was used first to incarcerate 
Germans, then the Czechs, and the other Western Europeans.

3. Until 1941-42, the situation in these camps was orderly but dire.

4. After the Final Solution was conceptualized the camps became 
overcrowded and full of pox.

5. Most images of these camps come from pictures at the time of 
liberation. The period leading up to liberation is when all order 
broke down.

Holocaust by 
Bullets
• Operation Barbarossa

• German invasion of the Soviet Union

• Before WWII 1.5 million Jews lived in 
the Soviet republic of Ukraine (largest 
population of Jews in the Soviet Union)

• Mass shooting of Jewish victims in the 
summer and fall of 1941

• Einsatzkommandos (killing squads) 
coordinated the mass murder of Jews with 
the help of the SS, Wehrmacht troops, 
Romanian military, special op squads, police 
units, and local collaborators.

• Jewish people were rounded up and often 
forced to dig their own graves before being 
shot.

• Mass graves were discovered, and it is 
estimated that there were over 1.6 million 
victims

• Babi Yar massacre (Kyiv, Ukraine)

Extermination 
Experimentation

• Chelmno used three vans that 
held 50-70 people at a time. 
Drivers would but on masks and 
gas the passengers.

• Operated from Dec. 1941 to 
March 1943 with a brief 
reappearance in the summer of 
1944 to finish off the liquidation 
of the Lodz Ghetto

• 320,000 people killed
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The Final 
Solution
• The Wannsee Conference 

(January 20th, 1942)

• Hitler tasked Reinhard 
Heydrich to determine a 
final solution to the 
Jewish question.

• The solution they produced 
was gassing Jewish people in 
extermination camps.

• Led to widespread use of gas 
chambers.

Clip from 
Conspiracy

• https://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=-M0w51aPJ8w

Auschwitz
• Located 60 km west of Krakow, Poland

• Established as a concentration camp in April 
1940

• First Commandant was Rudolf Hoess)

• I.G Farben decided to build a plant next to 
Auschwitz because of ready supple of labor

• Railway used to transport good from the plant 
and Jewish people from ghettos and labor 
camps

• At first prisoners were worked to death or 
shot

• Gassing started in mid Feb. 1942 when we 
believe that Himmler ordered Eichmann to 
plan for Auschwitz to become the major killing 
center for the Jews of Europe

• 5 gas chambers designed to use Zyklon B and 
connected to 5 crematoriums
• Could process 4,756 people per day

Selection Process

• Security

• Inmates were guarded by 3000 SS guards

• Supporting the guards were

• Kapos (inmate who acted as overseers)

• Ukrainians

• Guard dogs

• Electric fences

• Daily Life

• Started with lengthy roll call

• Typical workday was 11 hours

• Heavy labor was common, working inside was considered a lucky assignment

• Rations: bread, coffee substitute, cabbage soup, turnips, carrots, and 
potatoes

• Sleep was the only relied

• Bedding: straw mattress shared by 2-3 people
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Auschwitz 
Guards

Warsaw Uprising 
(1944)

• Began on August 1, 1944

• A 63-day struggle to liberate Warsaw from 

• German occupation

• Polish objective: Drive out the Germans while helping the Allies

• Intense street fighting between the Poles and Germans

• Failed because of lack of support from the Soviets

• Polish losses
• 16,000 Polish resistance members killed
• 6,000 wounded
• Between 150,000-200,000 civilians died (mostly from mass executions)

• German losses
• Over 2,000 casualties
• 17,000 soldiers killed/missing

• Jews being hidden by Poles were exposed by house-to-house clearances and mass evictions

• 25% of Warsaw’s buildings were destroyed, following Polish surrender another 35% of the city 
was levelled

• Damage from the 1939 invasion and the uprising resulted in over 85% of the city to be destroyed 
by Jan. 1945

The White Rose

• Led by 5 college students and a professor

• Non-violent, intellectual resistance group 
that used anonymous leaflets and graffiti to 
call for active opposition to the Nazi Regime

• Activities started in Munich (June 27, 1942)

• The core group was arrested by the 
Gestapo on Feb. 18, 1943

• The leaders and members of the group 
were forced into show trials by the 
Volksgerichtshof (Nazi People’s Court) and 
sentenced to death.

• Hand and Sophie Scholl and Christopher 
Probst were executed by guillotine four 
days after they were arrested (Feb. 22)

• Sophie interrupted the judge during their 
trial even though the defendants were not 
permitted to speak
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